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NGIT Virtual DR, Standby Server & Tape Change Services

NGIT VIRTUAL DR (SIMPLE DISASTER RECOVERY) - With NGIT’s “NGIT Virtual DR” service your business
benefits from a reliable and resilient Disaster Recovery solution housed within a secure data centre environment.
This protects your entire network and enables you to get your business up and running very quickly in the event of
major disruption to your systems. In a Disaster Recovery situation, “NGIT Virtual DR” lets your employees access
their applications, files and emails from any location where they have Internet access. This means that you don’t
need to invest in costly fixed hardware and business continuity seating. NGIT Virtual DR has been designed to
make Disaster Recovery as simple as possible with a fixed monthly cost.

NGIT STANDBY SERVER - Similar to “NGIT Virtual DR” but in the event of a server failure we will physically
bring the DR server to site rather than you accessing it remotely.
Both of the above services require that we always have a copy of your data no older than 1 working day. To ensure
this we will visit your site each day and change the tape for you. At periodic times during the year we will
supplement this by swapping an External USB Hard drive which will store image snapshots of the operating
systems to ensure we have a recent operating system and software copy at the NGIT office.

NGIT TAPE CHANGE SERVICE - Forget having to remember to change your server tapes each day and finding
somewhere secure to store them. With the NGIT’s Tape Change Service we will visit your site each day and
change your tapes and store then securely offsite. We will also change any USB External backup drives required
for either of the above services.

Details of costs for these services available upon request.
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